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Sire: Kaptain - imp (Clinton x Sandro)
Dam: Miss Corvette (Cooperit x

Aachen) 

Kikki has one of the sweetest natures going around. As a rising 4yr old she has already

shown  maturity in her ability to work in different environments and at competitions.

In August/September this year she competed at her first competitions and by her 2nd outing was

displaying a fantastic work ethic for the competition arena. She has achieved scores just shy of

70% with much more potential as she develops in strength, experience and training. 

She has wonderful ride-ability and fantastic balance for a young horse. She handles going for rides

in the fields outside by herself and in company. She has been to the river to play in the water and

has been to a showjumping lesson to give her variety in her training. All of which she loves and

takes in her stride.

Kikki is the full brother of 'Karlos PVS' and half brother of 'Hugo PVS' who we bred, broken in

and then commenced their competition experience.

Karlos is now competing Elementary and training Medium with his new owner's who have had

him since he was a 4yrs old. They sing Karlos's praises for many reasons and we are happy to

report that Karlos has been everything that 'PVS Training' had said he was and would be.... plus

more.

Hugo PVS has been retained by Pamela as one of her promising young competition horses who

she sees has a bright future ahead of him, especially at FEI Level.

We STRONGLY believe Kikki will be of the same nature and quality. She will make a wonderful

competitive dressage mount for a wide variety of riders. Contact us today to discuss.

Kikki PVS

4 yr old Bay Mare
Mat, 16hh

Price: $15,000

Half Brothers & Full Brother
competing & training
Elementary/Medium
Willing nature
Competition Experience -
scores shy of 70%
Training towards Novice
Ready to take out and
compete straight away.
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